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Details of Visit:

Author: the.hedonist
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 20 Mar 2015 20:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 110
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07871374194

The Premises:

She lives in a nice student apartment in Kellham Island. Flat nice, clean and comfortable. Other
online reviews state that she has a boyfriend in the next room whilst you see her, but this is no
longer the case. Front area a bit exposed and it has a lock so she needs to come and get you in a
fairly wide open area which I was a little uncomfortable with but not a big problem.

The Lady:

Photos are actually not flattering photos of her. She is quite pretty, very nice body, and young.
Photos and descriptions are accurate. She is white, late teens early twenties, seems to be a
genuine student if anyone is into that sort of thing.

The Story:

Ok so this one is definitely one you need to visit if you haven't already.

In terms of looks, she is quite pretty, very very nice body, and is up for quite a lot of different stuff.
Including A-levels, water sports, bondage, probably plenty of other stuff, worth asking. She also
does £40 car blow jobs which would definitely be worth a go and something a bit different.

I went to her apartment near Kellham Island, in that student block of apartments. A bit open and you
have to wait outside whilst she comes down and gets you so not quite as discrete as I would
personally prefer but nontheless OK.

Nice apartment, she was offering £80 for half an hour which I felt was a little steep, or £110 for the
hour which is more reasonable so I went for the full hour. She wanted to have a cigarette first so I
said it won't come out of the 60 minutes and she agreed, and we laid on the bed whilst she smoked
a cigrette and chatted, which was quite nice.

Then she stripped off and I had a bit of a massage, and started off with a bit of kissing and sucking
her boobs. Then I sampled some of her speciality blow job which was good, she deep throats by the
way. Then we had sex in various positions, doggy, her on top, me on top etc. Then finished off with
a blow job and I came in her mouth and she swallowed.

I strongly recommend this one, surprised no one has reviewed her here yet. She has been seen by
some of the wider punting community, but the reviews are a bit outdated. You will read that her
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boyfriend is in the house when she sees people which is no longer the case. Her prices have gone
up a bit since some of the past reviews.

Although I didn't opt for anything more kinky, pretty much everything is on the table really. She
masturbated in front of me, offered me to give her anal, she does have bondage stuff which she
said she'd bring next time, definitely GFE.

I had plenty of time left over at the end so we cuddled and kissed and had a chat which was nice,
so for those who enjoy a girls company as well as the sex then this one is defo worth a visit.

All in all I would said a fantastic experience and strongly encourage others to visit and review. Will
be visiting again in future, maybe ask her to drive to me and we go somewhere discrete for one of
these blowies or I might ask her to bring some more stuff next time for a bit more of an
"experimental session", try some stuff since she seems to be up for most things. She is a really
pleasant girl too. honest to god if it wasn't for the extortionate prices to have an overnighter I would
probably do an all nighter with this one, pleasant company and great sex. Strongly recommend.
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